Ladder Rack Enclosures
The Skinny-Trunk® ladder rack enclosures are multimedia patch panels that mount directly to overhead conveyance for added space
in the data center. Available in full-size (up to 192 LC duplex ports or 96 copper ports) or mini (up to 96 LC duplex ports or 48 copper
ports), they’re the first enclosures specifically designed to live above the rack. Ladder rack enclosures allow customers to stay in
compliance with TIA-942 standards, while increasing manageability, keeping dB loss to a minimum and freeing up valuable rack space.
Like all CABLExpress brand products, ladder rack enclosures are backed by a lifetime warranty.

Features

• Mount to overhead conveyance (ladder rack and basket tray)
to save valuable conditioned space in the data center.
• Easy, one-person mounting saves time and money on install.
• When fully-populated, the full-size enclosure can hold up to
192 LC duplex ports or 96 copper ports (or a combination of
the two), and the mini can hold up to 96 LC duplex ports or
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48 copper ports (or a combination of the two).
• Full-size accepts 16 modules or feed-through adapter panels,
mini accepts eight.
• Separate channel available for flexible telescoping
cable management.
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Also available in SC/ST feed thru and more
*A minimum of 12” clearance from bottom of conveyance to top of cabinet is required for installation.

For all your connectivity needs contact us today at 800 913 9465 or cables@cablexpress.com
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